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Evelutior.,ists of the 19th Century commonly made sweeping 

gene~alizatjons concerning the cegnitive differerces ef peeples in 

prinitiv2 and civilized secieties (von Humbeldt, 1836; Brinten, 

l391; LevY-Bruhl, 19iO). Characteristic ef the evolutienist 

explanatio~ of cognitive variability was the netien that there were 

co,'relative tjpes ef rrental organizatien along a scale ef primitive 

to civilized socioclJ1turdl evolutien, and that the mind set of 

orG-literlte peoples represented an early stage in the evelution 

of ~~~a~ cc;~ition. 

Field research and empirical data have disceunted many of the 

hypotheses ef the early evolutionists and breu9ht the central issues 

;)f socioc!.IltJral evolut~en into. sharper fecus. In terms ef lexical 

evolution, tr.ere have been a nu",ber of different interpretatiens of 

th,~ cognitive correlates of color nemenclature variation. Befere 
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examining the Selis celer terms, it sheuld be useful to. review 

three ef these. 

INTERPRETATIONS OF COLOR NOMENCLATURE VARIATION. 

Comparative evolution. There are two distinct comparative 

evolutionary interpretations. Gladstone(1858) and Geiger (1880) 

explained variatien in celer naming by relating increased differ

ential categorizatien ef the celer spectrum threugh time in terms ef 

the bielegical evolution ef Hemo sapiens. Allen (18i9), Magnus 

(1880), and Rivers (1901) explained it by relating increased differ

ential categorizatien of the celer spectrum throu9h time with 

increasing secial and/er technolegical develepment. The eriginal. 

Berlin and Kay hypethesis (Berlin and Kay, 1969) is also. an example 

ef the latter sert of interpretatien. 

. Linguistic relativity. This group prebably includes Beas (1911), 

Wherf (1956), Ray (1952, 1953), and Cenkl in (1955). There are t~le 

basic assumptions invelved. The first is that color semantics is 

net constrained by psychelegical, physielegical, or anatomical 

factors. The second is that since all cultures are complex, no. 

cerrelation ef semantic organizatien with cultural cemp1exity is 

pessib1e. Such assumptions imply that cultural variation in color 

semantics is randem, censisting ef arbitrary divisions of the color 

spectrum based en the functiena1 utility ef such divisions for any 

s·eciety. 
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N2urobiology. There are two different sorts of neurobiological 

interpretations. The first is typified by the work of Bornstein 

(1973, IS75), in which variation in color naming is considered 

dil'ectly related to the synchronic biological diversity of Homo 

~. ~lore specifically, the geographic distribution of eye 

~)gmentation--yellow ocular pigment--is assu~ed to be responsible 

for differing color sensitivities to short wavelen~ths of the color 

spectrum, thereby influencing color naming. It is important to note 

that Bomstein's claim for a differential genetic basis for ocular 

pig~er.:ation as the source of color naming variation involves the 

assumption of a correlation between pigmentation in general, e.g., 

of tr,e ski n, h~ i r, i ri 5, and pi g::1entat i on of the macul ar spot on the 

retir,a, an a5s~:nption "hich has not been empirically established. 

The secone sort of neJrobiological interpretation explains variation 

in color naming ~:ithin the contexts of synchronic biological uniform-

ity, the cil'ect 1abel1 i~g of neural events and cOr.1binations of 

reUfJ 1 events, anc the structured synchl'oni c heterogeneity of speech 

cc[;,~Lnjties U'icDaniel, 1972, 1974; Kay and r·1cDaniel, 1975; Serlin, 

et~, 1977). The essentia1 notions associated with this theory of 

coler naming variation are based on Hering's (1954) opponent process 

modei cf the neural enccdir.g of color sensations, on DeValois' 

(1956, 1968) research on primate color neurophysiology, and on 

utilizing fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965, 1971, 1976) for modeling a 
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neurophysiologically oriented theory of color naming variation. 

SELlS COLOR TERMS. 

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the color terms of 

Selis (Flathead) within the revised frame~lOrk established by Berlin, 

et ~ (1977). We believe that the system of basic color terms in 

Selis has strategic value for evaluating the revised Berlin and Kay 

hypothesis, and a reasonable explanation of the encoding sequence in 

Interior Salish will unravel some of the confusion about the color 

terminology of the Interior Salish languages. 

The primary data for Selis were recorded by Snow in 1969 with 

three native speakers representing two adjacent dialects. 1 The 

Selis color terms recorded are: 

"black" 

"white" 

IIredll 

"yellow" 

"green" 

"blue" 

IIbrown ll 

"purple" 

"orange lt 

"gray" 

tl§i 
soya 

kW{, 

Before examining this lexical set, there are some cognate color 
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terss in other Interior Salish languages which appear to be at odds 

with ;;he Selis terms. Furthermore, some of these terms, the lexemes 

for "yellow", "green", and "blue", represent stages in the encoding 

sequence proposed by Berlin and Kay which are the subject of contro-

versy. 

For Shuswap, Kuipers lists the following terms: kWal "yellow, 

green" (1974: 218); and a~ "blue, purple" (1974: 247). Selis 

does not have a term for Hyel1ow, green" nor for "blue, pUf'ple"; but 

it dOes have a term kl'al;'7 "yellow" and a term gWi~ "blue, green". 

e'er ;;a:is,;el, Vag" lists the follOiving terms: gWi~ "green" (1940: 

160)' ar,d gWay "blue, green" (1940: 159). The Selis data appear ,to 

be at odds viith these '(alispel data, illustrating why it was once 

a cc:,non ~elief that color terms were not systematic 

cross-linguistically. One further noteworthy point is the presence 

of ~~,£ ",·;hita" in SeliS, rather than ili "I'ihite" as in Kalispel 

(\'ogt, 1940: 157) or QigI.2§ "'/'Ihite" as in Shuswap (Kuipers, 1974: 

1~2). 'Ae believe that if t:'ese discrepancies are resolved, I~e will 

no~ only gain a better understanding of Interior Salish color 

Classification, but v;e will also have tested the revised Berlin and 

Kay nY;Jothes is. 

BERLIN Ie,:.:! KX! TE>:?ORAL-EVOLUTImlARY SEQUENCE. 

The original 8el'1 in and Kay temporal-evolutionary sequence 

(1969) envisioned seven diachronic stages in the lexical encoding of 
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. color categories, as in Figure 1: 
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Data from subsequent contro 11 ed fi el d experiments (Heider, 

1972; Berlin and Berlin, 1975; Dougherty, 1975; Harkness, 1973), 

interpreted in terms of the neurobiolo~ical constraints on color 

perception (~lcDaniel, 1974; Kay and McDaniel, 1975), led to a re-

conceptualization of the process of color lexicon evolution. The 

original notion of a temporal process involving a successive encoding 

of perceptual foci was replaced by that of a progressive segmenta-

tion or differentiation of continuous areas of the "color solid" in 

I,hich the boundaries of color categories always pass between perceptu

al foci. The revised temporal-evolutionary sequence in the lexical 

encoding of color categories (Berlin, et~, 1977) is indicated 

in Figw"e 2: 
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in the revised sequence, the Stage I distinction between BLACK 

and :iHlTE is now seen as one betlveen WHITE and WARM hues on the one 

hand and BLACK and COOL hues on the other. At Stage II, WARM colors 

such as "red". "yellow", "orange", "pink", and "brown" separate from 

WHITE. At Stage Ill. either GRUE (i.e. "green and blue") separates 

fro~ t~e BLACK and COOL hues (Stage IlIa), or YEllOW separates from 

the other WAR~i colors (Stage IIIb). At Stage IV, whichever separation 

d~d not take place at Stage III---GRUE or YElLO~--occurs. At Stage 

V, GR~E separates into BLUE and GREEN. Stage VI and Stage VIr remain 

essentially the sal1e as in Figure 1, but with three provisos. First, 

t~lere is evidenc2 that GRAY may be a "wild card", i.e. capable of 

appearing at any stage of the sequence (MacLaury, 1975). The second 

proviso involves the interaction of social and cultural variables 

a~d neurobiological cor,straints. The evolutionary process can be 

'Iiel{ed as providhg sb~le names for the six physiologically primary 

categories i~ Stage V systems (Hering, 1964). In pre-Stage V systems, 

simple nc",es appear for neurophysiologically composite categories 

such as 'IIHlTE-'tl.;RM, BLACK-COOL, HARI~, and GRUE. Stage VI and Stage 

VIr syste:rS are these in which simple names are provided for derived 

citegorjes, essentially the intersections of primary categories, 

e.g., ORANGE (Kay and l~cDaniel, 1975). The third proviso is that 

there can be a large amount of variability in the stages of color 
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lexicon among speakers of the same language. For the domain of color, 

such synchronic heterogeneity in the speech community usually is due 

to younger speakers having more advanced color term systems. When 

such variability does occur in a speech community, the temporal

evolutionary sequence is nevertheless uninterrupted. E.g., older 

speakers may have a Stage II system and younger speakers a Stage III 

but not a Stage VI or Stage VII system (Kay, 1975). 

ANALYSIS OF SELlS COLOR TERMS. 

Place~ent of Selis within the revised encoding sequence involves 

determination of the status of the' elicited color terms. Basic 

color terms are those that are monolexemic and highly salient for 

speakers of the language. The signification of such terms must not 

be included in that of any other color term, and their application 

must not be restricted to a narrow class of objects (Berlin and Kay, 

1969: 5-7). Secondary color terms, while more abundant in any 

language than basic color terms, tend to be applicable to a limited 

class of objects in the environment and to denote both colorimetric 

and non-colorimetric information about such objects. 

Table I is a comparative listing for the color terms from the 

fo 11 owi ng Interi or Sal ish 1 anguages: Seli !ifFl a thead (Fl), Ka 1; spe 1 

(Ka), Coeur d'Alene (CdA), Columbian (Cm), Spokane (Sp), Colville 

(Cv), Methow (Me), and Shuswap (Sh).3 A comparative analysis of the 

data, in conjunction with the criteria for defining a basic color 
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F1 Ka 

BLACK 

Cdl\ 

til'l{d 

cjVi{d 

"blacken" 

q~lal "be 

i>lack from 
_. _______________ ~1I~1.i...'l9_"_ 

soya 
, , 

\~HlTE piq paq 

paq "fade" paq "be 
whitened" 

peq "be 

white. 

f-- .. b 1 e'!.<:.h_ed '~_. 

kWh kW{l kW,n 
RED 

kW{l 

"redden" 
1-- --

Table l. Interior Sal ish 

.-
Fl Ka CdA 

kWa li'7 kWa·l { kW{r 
YELLOW 

qW{n wt' q 1n qWan 
GRUE "green" "be blue" 

qW{n 

"turn 
blue" 

BROWN ' , , , , 
pum pum pum 
"orange" "mouse-

-pom- colored" 
"to 
smoke 
(skins)" 

v~kwi J.. ... ' cat 
"brown" "brown" 

-

Cm Sp Cv Sh 
.-----.... - - ... ----- ... ------.-f--.-.- .... --.-

qWcy ?.tSy (Me) qW(y/lNY 

.------.----+----1-----+ 

p{q/payq 
, , 

p{q/peq piq piq 

-----I-

Color Terms 

Cm Sp Cv Sh 

kW{r_ kWr( kWal 

"yellow 
oreen" 

qW(n qW(n qWin 

"green" "green" "green" 

, , pum/PUITI pum 
"brown; "to 
buckskin smoke; 
color" smoke-

color" 

~at-
"brown" 

Table 1. Interior Salish Color Tel'llIs 
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term and known neurophysiological constraints on color perception, 

allows us to place Seli~ in the revised encoding sequence and to 

determine the stages of the other Interior Salish languages. 

Basic color terms. BLACK. The term for "black" in S~lis is 

gWay , which is also indicated for Kalispel and Methow. The form 

ltay and the forms for "black" in the other Interior Salish languages 

may be reflexes of the same Proto-Interior Salish parent form 

(Kinkade and Sloat, 1972: 32-33; Kuipers, 1969: 110). 

WHITE. The Selis term elicited for "white" is soya. Sources 

from the 19th Century indicate that the Selis term for white was 

£fl. (Nengarini, 1861: 108; Giorda, 1877-79: 440), which ;s also 

indicated for Kalispel, Columbian, Spokane, Colville, and Shuswap. 

It is not altogether clear whether the form £fl. and the other forms 

for "white" in Interior Salish are reflexes of the same Proto-Interior 

Sal ish form. The Seli s term soya is apparently a loanword from riez 

Perce. Krueger (1961: 52, footnote 1) says 

Haruo Aoki ... has advanced ... the interesting 
thesis that Flathead /suyapi/ white man is 
apparently a loanword from Nez Perce, since it 
cannot be analyzed in terms of Salish morphemes. 
He surmises that the ultimate source of the Nez 
Perce may be French sol da t. .. ,. 

Aoki indicates so·ya·po· "white man" for Nez Perce (1970: 143). Snow 

recorded soyapi "white man" and soya sam?em "white woman" (sam?er.l 

"woman") for both Se1i~ dialects investigated. 

RED. The term for "red" in Selis is kW{" which is also indicated 
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fer Kal ispel. The form kW{l and the forms for "red" and "redden" in 

Coeur d'Alene may be reflexes of the same Proto-Interior Salish 

parent form (Kinkade and Sloat, 1972: 42-43). There is evidence 

that the forms indicated for Shuswap, cigw/cegW, are secondary rather 

than basic color terms. Columbian c{gW_ "copper-colored" and Coeur 

d','l,lene cegW "be bright pink" are evidently cognate with the Shuswap 

forms for "red". Also, Kuipers reconstructs Proto-Se_l ish etyma 

kc:q\'/c.ac.w "red (blOOd)" and cites possible cognate forms signifying 

"bleed" (1969: 13). The inter-language variation in terms of what 

ciqw/ceqW ~ignify, specifically their application to limited classes 

of objects and variability in non-colorimetric referential informa

tion, is reason to believe that they are secondary color terms. 

YELLOH. The Selis term for "yellovl" is kWal{?, which is 

evidently cognate with the terms cited in Table 1 for "yellow" in 

Kalispel, Coeur d'Alene, Columbian, and Colville and with Shuswap 
w w k a~. !~uipel's glosses Shuswap .l2l as "yel-low, green" (1969: 16; 

1974: 21e), and this brings us to a crucial point in the analysis 

of Interior Salish color terms. There is evidence that the focus 

of Selis k~lal{? is in the "yellow" part of the color spectrum: in 

the Ar:ee dialect of Selis, the terms kWkwa?l{?t "gold (mineral)" 

and ckwalkwa.l{ "orange (fruit),,4 are partially reduplicated forms 
1;' , W / 

based on k 'a 1 P "yellow" • Although k ali? and its Interior Sal i sh 

cognates may be focused in the "yellow" portion of the color spectrum, 
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the total scope of these terms probably includes what in English are 

the light green hues. 

_GRUE. The Se'lis term for "green" and "blue" is qW{n, which has 

cognates in all the other Inter-ior Salish languages in Table 1 except 

Shus\~ap. Sources from the 19th Century also gloss Seli~ qW{n as 

"green, blue" (Mengarini, 1861: 110; Giorda, 1877-79: 38). In 

Coeur d'Alene, qW{n/gWan are glossed as "turn blue" and "b,e blue", 

respectively. In Kalispel, Columbian, Spokane,and Colville, gWi~ is 

glossed as "green"._ These apparent discrepancies are resolved if 

Selis and the other Interior Salish languages are analyzed as Stage IV 

systems with the term gW{n focused in blue but having a range that 

encompasses all blue hues, focal green, and the dark green hues, but 

not encompassing the light green hues, which are within the semantic 

field covered by "yellow". 

Secondary color terms. BROWN. The Selis term for "brown" is 

ctkW{, which has no immediately apparent cognates in Table 1. The 

emergence of BROWN as a separately labelled color category is 

correlated with a constriction of the spectral scope of RED. In 

other words, BROWN emerges from the RED area. The phonological 

similarity between S~l is kW{l "rea" and ctkW{ "brown" sh~uld be 

noted. If indeed they are cognates, then ~tkW{ is polymorphemic 

and *kwil ) ctkW{. 

PURPLE. The S~lis term for "purple" is &, which is evidently 

16 
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cognate with Kalispel gWav, glossed as "blue, green", with Columbian 

oWey , glossed as "blue", and with Shuswap :lJ:t.J~, glossed as 

"blue, purple". Since our analysis of Interior Salish postulates 

that owtn GRUE is focused in "blue". it follows that Selis gWay 

should be focused in the restrict<!d "color space" between GRUE and 

SLACK, i.e. PURPLE. The focus of Columbian qWey and Shuswap :lJ:t.J 
~ could be similar to that of Se1is gWay; or they could be focused 

in the dark "blues". Controlled elicitation should resolve this. 

Since these terms probably signify slightly different areas of the 

spectrum, it is likely that they are secondary rather than basic 

color terms. In terms of this analysis, it is doubtful that the 

range of Kalispel gWay includes any green hues. 

As an emergent color category, PURPLE can be viewed as "coming 

od" of the SLACK area. It is not surprising then that Se"lis gWay 

"black" and rfiL "purple" are phonologically one feature apart, i.e. 

the initial segments are glotta1ized and non-g1otta1ized, 

respectively. Thus it appears that *gWay > qWay . 

ORAr-;3E. The Se1is term for "orange" is ~, which is evidently 

ccgnc.te ,;ith Kalispe1 ~ "brown", Coeur d'Alene ~ "mouse-colored", 

Columbian ~ "brown, buckskin color", and Shuswap ~M "to smoke; 

smoke-color". The scope of e~ch of these terms differs somewhat 

from the other terms in the set, i.e. classes of objects applied to 

and non-colorimetric information referred to. Again, this could be 

;~1 " 
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clarified by using controlled stimulus materials. This may be an 

example of a "floating" secondary color term having somewhat different 

referential meaning in the different Interior Salish languages. 

Coeur d'Alene t4i "brown" (form uncertain) and Columbian Kat 
"brown" are reportedly cognates (Kinkade and Sloat, 1972: 34) that 

are etymologically unrelated to the other Interior Salish color terms 

in Table 1. A proliferation of non-cognate terms that signify 

essentially the same color, e.g., the various Interior Salish terms 

for "brown" in Table I, indicates that these terms are probably 

secondary color terms (MacLaury, 1975). 

GRAY. The Selis term for "gray" is ~J:<e, also cited by Giorda 

in S'chgeilps "gray horse" (1877-79: 170). The only other instance 

of "gray" cited in the literature is Shuswap me'i "grey" (Kuipers, 

1974: 151). Comparative evidence would seem to indicate that the 

Selis term is secondary and not basic. 

CONCLUSION. 

Selis would seem to be an example of a Stage IV color system in 

terms of the revised Serlin and Kay encoding sequence. Our argument 

is that historically the Selis basic color terms were gWay "black", 
! II • II W! W :'~ W' 

£.l9. whlte , Lll"red", k all' "yellow", and SLi!!. "green and blue,". 

This pOSition is supported by the grammar and dictionary of Mengarini 

(1861) and Giorda (1877-79), respectively, indicating that prior to 

,the 1850s, this system was widespread for Selis speakers. Some time 
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arter that era, S~lis speakers replaced their basic color term for 

"white" with soya, a borrowing from Nez Perce and originally from 

French. The replacement of a basic color term within a still 

functioning system is empil'ically rare, the only other example we 

know of being from Chorti, a t4ayan language of Guatemala and 

Honduras (Brent Berlin: personal communication). In Chorti, the 

native term for"black"\~as replaced by a 10an~lord from Spanish. 

Our analysis indicates that Ka1ispel, Coeur d'Alene, Columbian, 

Spokane, Colville, and Shuswap were also historically Stage IV 

languages. We hypothesize that a similar analysis would hold for 

Lil100ct and ThoiTIpson, the re;nain·ing Interior Salish languages. 

In generai, interpretation of elicited field data in terms of a 

neurophysiologically based theory of color naming variation and 

comparative word lists has value in solving problems associated with 

historical lexicograp;~j. Specifically, the integrity of the GRUE 

("g,'een end bl ue") categcry for Sel is speakers and the 1 ack of a 

reported term signifying "yellow and green" in Interior Salish 

languages, v;ith the exception of Shuswap (Kuipers, 1974),:.casts 

doubt on a posited Proto-Sal ish form *kwur/k\~ar meaning "yellD11 

and green" (Kuipel's, 1969). AHhough it is difficult to solve such 

probleQs w~thout controlled field experiments using adequate stimulus 

materials, a plaUSible explanation involves the nature of the GRUE 

category, which may be focused in either "blue" or "green" (Berlin, 
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et ~,1977). A Stage IV language may easily have a term which is 

focused in "blue" and has a range covering all blue hues, focal green, 

and all dark greens. At the same time. such a language could have a 

term which is focused in "yellow" and has a range extending into the 

lighter green hues (Paul Kay: personal communication). The former 

category would be GRUE, the latter, YELLOW. This problem in the 

interpretation of field data does not come about if the GRUE category 

of a language is focused in "green". 

Aside from benefits to historical lexicography, we have tried in 

this paper to illustrate the strategic nature of the Salishan 

languages in the study of color perception and classification. We 

have adduced evidence supporting several arguments. These include 

the notion that Se1i~ is historically a Stage IV language, that the 

other Interior Salish languages are also Stage IV, that languages 

can replace if not lose basic color terms, and that a posited form 

for Proto-Salish may be incorrect. Such arguments can only be 

suggestive in the absence of controlled field experiments with 

Sa1ishan speakers. 
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NOTES 

1r'~rs. Chri stene Vioodcock and ~lrs. Loui se McDonald of St. Ignati us. 
Montana and Hi's. Lucy Parker of Arlee, Montana provided the color 
ter~s. The latter individual speaks the Arlee dialect, and the 
forr;:el' two speak the Sgilixw dialect of Selis, as does r1r. Pete 
Sea vel'head of Ron"n, j'lontana, who provi ded other i nforma ti on. We 
are gratefu~ tG them for their patience and assistance. We are 
also ~nd2bted to Dr. M. Dale Kinkade and to Dr. Laurence C. Thompson 
for their assistance. 

2Except for ~i "white"~ \'Ihich is d!sc~ssed below!,~~l Selis 
co Ji9r 1 e;ec1es \-I2r~ recorded W1 th t~e pr~fl x l::., e. g., l.~, 
1,: 1.1, e,:c, E~g11Sh ~olor words clted ln quotation marks are glosses 
0, Intenor Sa,;sh COlor terms. Engllsh color words that are 
c2p i talized refer to color categories. 

3Sources of the data in Table 1 are: Vogt, 1940 (Ka); Kinkade 
and Sloat, 1972 (CdA, Cm, Sp, Cv, Me); and Kuipers, 1969, 1974 (Sh). 

, 
"The Seli~ term for "orange (fruit)" describes the external 

coior of the ripened f~uit prior to the practice of using chemical 
additives to give it a more "orange" color. 
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Sandhi 1n a SaliBhan languages Okanagan (Nicola Lake) 1 

by 

Yvonne M. Kebert 

This peper will discuss four pOintsf (1) liaison, 

with special reference tc the X noteticn (Chomsky 1970; Jacker.:::ofr 

1974), supported by 5ta~c~rc' french liaisen in elevated up~~ch 

(Selkirk 1976), end to the ~ypothes18 (Kl~kade 1977; Kulper~ 1969) 

that there is no noun/verb distinction in Salish,," lan9uag4S; 

(2) the realization of labilllintion. 1.t!'., of' II> 5il'l91e fel!~ure 

context, ot ~ sound (~) whic~ happens to be precisely w~t ie 

.. .i~slnl} in tl'd:! l!rfr:icete seTieS of tha pnOrtef<.ic. ccr""",,~,,t 

1 I ",ish to tllan!c.' 1"1.. Dall2 Kink<!'.de, Sarat-. J. e-lll, end 
John K. Davis .. h::. gracicuslv CC'''l'V·,,\.ed on an E'II::lier dreft of th!s 
paper. , 

The field wor~ rOT this pap2t was ccnducted in ~arch
Ap;:il. 1978, uncer e U&C 9u",l>otU' Sessional S::hclnsh!;: 1977 "nd e 
Kille", Predcctoral rllllCi~s~:l~ (::S:') 1 S77-?8. 
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